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1. Introduction
1.1. This Serving Web Content Security Standard provides the list of controls that
are required to secure Internet-facing web applications to a Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP) approved level of security. This standard also
provides a list of security controls to protect citizen and operational data to be
stored in these deployments. It is to minimise the risk from known threats both
physical and logical to an acceptable level for operations.
1.2. For further clarity and relevance, this standard has alignment to the
Department’s internal technical strategy paper, the DWP Digital Blueprint,
which defines the direction for all departmental technology.
1.3. Furthermore the security controls presented in this standard are taken from
the international best practice for Serving Web Content (e.g. those best
practices provided by the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP))
and have been tailored for Departmental suitability.

2. Purpose
2.1. The purpose of this document is to enable teams to work to a defined set of
security requirements which enable solutions to be developed, deployed and
managed to Departmental security standards, which are based upon
international best practice for Internet-facing web application deployments.
2.2. Secondly, this standard provides a means to conduct compliance based
technical security audits and IT Health Checks (ITHCs).

3. Exceptions
3.1. In this document the term “MUST” in upper case is used to indicate an
absolute requirement. Failure to meet these requirements will require a formal
exemption as detailed below.
3.2. Any exceptions to the application of this standard or where controls cannot be
adhered to MUST be presented to an assigned Security Architect and
considered for submission to the DWP Design Authority (DA) advisory or
governance board, where appropriate. This MUST be carried out prior to
deployment and managed through the design caveats or exception process.
3.3. Such exception requests may invoke the Risk Management process in order
to clarify the potential impact of any deviation to the configuration detailed in
this standard.
3.4. Exceptions to this standard MUST be maintained on the application’s risk
register for accountability, traceability and security governance reporting to
senior management.
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4. Audience
4.1. This standard is intended for consumption by suppliers, technical architects,
database administrators, developers, security groups, and also IT staff such
as security compliance teams, involved in securing environments for DWP
systems and applications.

5. Scope
5.1. This standard is to cover systems handling data within the OFFICIAL tier of
the Government Security Classification Policy (GSCP). All of the
organisation's Internet-facing web applications falling within this category will
be subject to the requirements specified within this security standard. The
requirements will be applied to new and existing installations.
5.2. The security control requirements laid out in this standard are product
agnostic and applicable for all Internet-facing web application systems that
are provisioned for departmental use – including those provisioned in
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS)
environments.
5.3. This standard makes reference to User Experience Functions, Microservices
and Systems of Record and Execution (as defined in the Department’s Digital
Blueprint). Where the application does not make use of a three-tier
architecture and one or more of these layers is not used, the relevant controls
in this standard may be considered “not applicable”.

6. Security Controls Assurance
6.1. Controls presented in this standard or referred to via this standard may be
subjected to a formalised IT Health Check to provide evidence of adequacy
and effectiveness.
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7. Technical Security Control Requirements
10.1.
Reference
10.1.1
10.1.2
10.1.3
10.1.4
10.1.5
10.1.6
10.1.7
10.1.8
10.1.9

10.2.
Reference
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3
10.2.4
10.2.5

10.2.6
10.2.7

10.3.
Reference
10.3.1
10.3.2
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Software, Hardware and Platform Requirements
Security Control Requirement
All web application deployments MUST use technologies that are marked as “Deploy”
on the Technology Radars.
All applicable software (web server, database, etc.) MUST be patched in line with the
DWP patching policy.
For web applications in a virtualised environment, controls in SS-025 Security
Standard – Virtualisation MUST be applied.
All components involved in serving web content MUST be compliant with the relevant
security standard for that component or system (e.g. Operating system configuration
controls in SS-008 Security Standard – Server Operating System).
Client-triggered processes or actions MUST use only the level of privilege necessary
to perform that task.
All software and hardware that is unnecessary for the operation of the system MUST
be removed.
All dependencies (e.g. software libraries, external systems) MUST be identified and
documented.
All default passwords for application administration MUST be changed and set in
accordance with DWP password policy.
Requirements for secure coding defined in SS-003 Security Standard – Software
Development MUST be followed.

Architectural Considerations
Security Control Requirement
The Internet-facing portion of the web application (the “user experience functions”
or “UX functions”) MUST be logically or physically separated from all other
components.
The business logic functions (the “microservices layer”) MUST be logically or
physically separated from all other components.
The systems storing necessary data (the “systems of record and execution” or
“SORE”) MUST be logically or physically separated from all other components.
Each layer MUST have access to an administration interface that is separate from
the pre-existing communication paths. Software updates and other necessary
Internet access outbound MUST be directed through this interface.
Software updates and other necessary Internet access outbound MUST either:
a) Be directed through the administration interface; or
b) Be whitelisted to travel via the untrusted network with all other unnecessary
destinations implicitly blocked.
Access control and error handling logic MUST deny access by default.
Communication between components MUST be cryptographically protected in
transit if travelling to or via a less trusted security domain. This cryptographic
protection MUST be applied in accordance with SS-007 Security Standard – Use of
Cryptography.

UX Functions
Security Control Required
The security controls between the untrusted network and the UX functions MUST
deny inbound traffic attempting to reach the microservices or SORE layers.
The security controls between the untrusted network and the UX functions MUST
only permit connections on necessary and whitelisted TCP and UDP ports.
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Security Control Required
10.3.3 When using a Content Delivery Network (CDN), the security controls between the
untrusted network and the UX functions MUST restrict inbound traffic to that
originating from the CDN provider.
10.3.4 The security controls between the untrusted network and the UX functions MUST
deny new connections originating from the UX functions by default.
10.3.5 Content served by the web server MUST be cryptographically protected by an
approved implementation of Transport Layer Security (TLS). SP-006 Security
Pattern – Channel Encryption and Mutual Authentication MUST be consulted for
implementation.
10.3.6 When a user requests the http:// version of a page, the web server MUST return a
301 redirect to the https:// version of the same page.
10.3.7 The error messages sent over the untrusted network MUST be limited to generic
information containing no more than the error condition itself (e.g. HTTP 500
Internal Server Error).
10.3.8 The web server process MUST run as its own user account in its own user group
with the minimum necessary privileges to successfully operate.
10.3.9 The UX functions MUST only interact with SORE components by triggering
processes in the microservices layer.
10.3.10 Personal information MUST be sent in the HTTP message body and not in other
structures such as URL parameters.
10.3.11 Caching of personal information MUST be disabled with the use of “cache-control”
and “pragma” HTTP headers.
10.3.12 Cached copies of personal information held on the server MUST be protected from
unauthorised access or otherwise immediately purged / invalidated. A CDN provider
MUST never cache this information.

10.4.
Reference
10.4.1
10.4.2
10.4.3
10.4.4
10.4.5
10.4.6
10.4.7
10.4.8
10.4.9
10.4.10

10.5.
Reference
10.5.1
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Microservices Layer
Security Control Required
Controls in SS-028 Security Standard – Microservices Architecture MUST be
applied.
The security controls between the UX functions and the microservices layer MUST
deny all traffic except requests originating from the UX functions and responses
being returned to the UX functions.
The security controls between the UX functions and the microservices layer MUST
only permit connections on necessary and whitelisted TCP and UDP ports.
The microservices layer MUST not accept requests from the UX functions unless
the request fits the schema of a defined action.
The logic functions in the microservices layer MUST run with their own user
accounts within their own user groups, and run with the minimum necessary
privileges to successfully operate.
The user ID triggering logic processes from a UX function MUST be given to the
associated logic actions in order to perform authorisation and attribution.
Each logic function requiring database access MUST use their own database user
account with the minimum necessary privileges to successfully operate.
Each logic function with privileges to query a database MUST invoke stored
procedures rather than constructing a dynamic query from user input.
Each logic function triggering a stored procedure on the SORE components MUST
limit the rate of procedure invocation based on user ID.
Logic flows MUST only be allowed to complete in one step-by-step sequential
order.

SORE Components
Security Control Required
Controls in SS-005 Security Standard – Database Management Systems MUST be
applied.
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Security Control Required
10.5.2 The security controls between the microservices layer and the SORE components
MUST deny all traffic except requests originating from the microservices layer and
responses being returned to the microservices layer.
10.5.3 The security controls between the microservices layer and the SORE components
MUST only permit connections on necessary and whitelisted TCP and UDP ports.
10.5.4 The SORE components MUST not accept requests from the microservices layer
unless the request fits the schema of a defined action.
10.5.5 SORE components MUST limit the total number of deletions or modifications within
any given time interval.

10.6.
Reference
10.6.1
10.6.2
10.6.3
10.6.4
10.6.5
10.6.6
10.6.7
10.6.8

10.7

General
Security Control Required
Access via all interfaces MUST be controlled in line with the Access Control suite of
security standards.
Information classified at OFFICIAL or above MUST be encrypted at rest in
accordance with the controls in SS-007 Security Standard – Use of Cryptography.
User passwords MUST be cryptographically salted and hashed in accordance with
the controls in SS-007 Security Standard – Use of Cryptography.
Applications MUST be subject to proportionate security testing during the Software
Development Lifecycle, and an external IT Health Check before going live.
All components in the application deployment MUST be configured to log events in
accordance with SS-012 Security Standard – Protective Monitoring.
Data stored in client-side storage (including cookies) MUST not contain personal
information.
Authorised administrators MUST have the ability to verify the integrity of securityrelated controls to verify that they have not been tampered with.
Any third-party components MUST be obtained from a trusted repository.

Customer Authentication

(Applicable only if the application requires assurance of customer identity)
Reference
10.7.1
10.7.2
10.7.3
10.7.4
10.7.5
10.7.6
10.7.7
10.7.8
10.7.9
10.7.10
10.7.11
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Security Control Required
Authentication mechanisms MUST fail securely.
Accounts MUST be temporarily locked out after receiving 10 invalid password
attempts within any 15-minute window, and accounts MUST be permanently locked
out if malicious activity is identified when the user is logged in.
Authentication recovery mechanisms (e.g. password recovery) MUST be at least as
secure as the primary authentication mechanism.
Password fields MUST enforce good password practice, and MUST not penalise
the use of long or complex passphrases.
Account recovery functionality MUST not reveal the current password, send a new
password to the user, or reveal information relating to the user.
Security questions MUST not be used for account recovery purposes.
The application MUST employ methods to prevent the use of commonly chosen
passwords or weak passphrases.
The customer authentication mechanism MUST provide a Level of Assurance (LoA)
that is appropriate to the data and functions that the customer has access to (See
DWP Common Standards For Identity Verification and Authentication (CSIVA).
Copy (i.e. CTRL+C) and Browser Autocomplete functions MUST be disabled for
password fields. Paste (i.e. CTRL+V) functions MUST be permitted for password
fields.
Password modification functions available to the customer MUST require the reentry of the current password.
Authentication challenges MUST respond in the same average response time
regardless of success or failure.
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Security Control Required
10.7.12 Input fields containing sensitive authentication information (e.g. passwords) MUST
have the property [type=”password”] set.
10.7.13 Authentication information MUST be verified at the server-side.
10.7.14 Password recovery mechanisms MUST use a soft token, mobile push or an offline
recovery mechanism.
10.7.15 Verify that all pages requiring authentication have a clearly visible logout
mechanism.

10.8
Reference
10.8.1
10.8.2
10.8.3
10.8.4
10.8.5
10.8.6
10.8.7
10.8.8
10.8.9
10.8.10
10.8.11
10.8.12
10.8.13
10.8.14
10.8.15
10.8.16
10.8.17

10.9
Reference
10.9.1
10.9.2
10.9.3

10.9.4
10.9.5
10.9.6
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Customer Sessions
Security Control Required
Session management, where necessary, MUST be accomplished through the use
of protected cookies or tokens.
Where cookies are used, the service MUST be compliant with the DWP Cookies
Policy.
Session IDs, passwords and hashes of passwords MUST not be visible in URLs,
page source or logs.
Cookies sent by the UX functions MUST lock to the user’s IP address.
Cookies MUST be associated with the most specific domain possible (e.g.
“service.dwp.gov.uk” rather than “dwp.gov.uk”).
Cookies MUST be configured to have an appropriate lifetime.
Sessions MUST timeout after a configured period of inactivity. The period of
inactivity before timeout MUST not exceed 20 minutes.
Sessions MUST timeout after a configured period of time, regardless of activity. The
absolute time before timeout MUST not exceed 12 hours.
Re-authentication MUST generate a new session ID.
Session IDs not generated by the application MUST not be recognised as active.
Sessions IDs MUST have sufficient length and entropy to provide security for the
customer session base, and MUST also be unique.
Session IDs stored in cookies MUST set the “HttpOnly” and “Secure” attributes.
The number of active sessions per user MUST be limited to one.
After a successful password change or reset, all currently active sessions for that
user MUST be terminated.
The application MUST use strong, random anti-CSRF tokens or an equivalent
transaction protection mechanism.
Authorisation MUST be performed in such a way that an external entity cannot
manipulate their permissions by means of parameter tampering.
Authenticated data MUST be cleared from client storage after the session is
terminated.

Input Handling
Security Control Required
User input in any format (e.g. form fields, URL parameters, REST calls) MUST be
treated as malicious by default and sanitised or validated appropriately.
Where user input is expected in a specific format (e.g. a NINO or a card number),
the input MUST also be validated against that schema.
Web application front-ends MUST provide an adequate defence against automated
attack. Where personal information is transferred, this MUST also include defences
against malicious software installed on the client-side (See Web Defence Against
Automated Attacks – Research and Evaluation)
Input validation and sanitisation MUST take place on the client-side, but also be
enforced on the server-side.
Input validation failures MUST result in request rejection and be logged.
The application MUST have defence against HTTP parameter pollution attacks, e.g.
receiving unexpected values in cookies or headers.
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Security Control Required
10.9.7 Where an application already holds personal information about a customer, the
application MUST not ask for the re-keying of that information except to check if it is
up to date.

10.10
Reference
10.10.1
10.10.2
10.10.3
10.10.4
10.10.5
10.10.6
10.10.7
10.10.8
10.10.9
10.10.10
10.10.11

10.11
Reference
10.11.1
10.11.2
10.11.3
10.11.4
10.11.5
10.11.6

10.12
Reference
10.12.1
10.12.2
10.12.3
10.12.4
10.12.5
10.12.6
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HTTP Security
Security Control Required
Every HTTP response MUST contain a content-type header specifying a safe
character set.
HTTP headers added by a trusted proxy or CDN provider MUST be authenticated
by the application.
A Content-Security-Policy MUST be applied to prevent the loading of third party
scripts, stylesheets and plugins.
HTTP headers or any part of the HTTP response MUST not reveal version
information of system components.
The HTTP headers MUST include “X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff”.
The HTTP headers MUST include “X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block”.
The HTTP headers MUST include “Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=15552000;
includeSubdomains”
Permitted HTTP methods (e.g. GET, POST) MUST be explicitly whitelisted with all
other methods denied.
Requests containing unexpected User-Agent values or User-Agents from known
exploitation tools MUST be filtered.
All JavaScript libraries, cascading style sheets and web fonts MUST be hosted by
the application and not retrieved from an external provider.
HTTP-level compression of secret data (e.g. passwords and authentication cookies)
MUST be disabled. All non-secret data can still be compressed.

Files and Resource Verification
Security Control Required
URL redirects and links MUST show a warning when redirecting to potentially
untrusted content.
Untrusted file data submitted to the application MUST not be used directly with file
input / output commands.
Files obtained from an external source MUST be validated to be of expected type
and scanned by anti-malware engines deployed in accordance with SS-015
Security Standard – Malware Protection.
Untrusted data MUST not be used within cross-origin resource sharing (CORS).
Files obtained from untrusted sources MUST be stored outside of the web root, with
limited permissions.
Flash, ActiveX, Silverlight, NACL, client-side Java and other client-side
technologies not supported natively by W3C browser standards MUST not be used.

Web Services
Security Control Required
The same encoding style MUST be used between client and server.
Administration and management functions within the web service application MUST
be protected against unauthorised access.
XML or JSON MUST be validated against a schema before being accepted as
input.
All input MUST be limited in size.
SOAP-based web services MUST be compliant with the Web ServicesInteroperability standard.
Static API keys MUST not be used.
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Security Control Required
10.12.7 RESTful web services MUST be protected against cross-site request forgery
(CSRF).
10.12.8 RESTful web services MUST validate the incoming Content-Type header to be of
the expected value.
10.12.9 Message payloads MUST be cryptographically signed using JSON Web Signatures
or WS-Security.

10.13
Reference
10.13.1
10.13.2
10.13.3
10.13.4
10.13.5

Logging Requirements
Security Control Required
Input validation failures MUST result in request rejection and be logged.
All customer authentication failures MUST be logged, as well as details of any
decisions made to rate-limit or lock-out the login attempts, without storing sensitive
session IDs or passwords.
Access control decisions for all components MUST be logged, including ones with a
successful outcome.
Access to sensitive data, such as a customer’s record, MUST be logged.
Customer transactions MUST be logged in alignment to the Department’s business
audit strategy and SS-012 Security Standard – Protective Monitoring.

8. Compliance
Compliance with this standard MUST occur as follows:
Compliance
On-going
Retrospective

Due Date
From the first day of approval
Within 12 months of the approval of the
standard.

9. Accessibility
No user interfaces are included in this standard and accessibility is not applicable as
part of this standard. However it deemed that projects implementing this standard
are obliged to incorporate accessibility functions where necessary.

10.

Security Standards Reference List

Document Name
DWP Common
Standards For
Identity Verification
and Authentication
(CSIVA)
Exceptions Process
SS-003 Security
Standard – Software
Development
SS-005 Security
Standard – Database
Management
Systems
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Location
Available upon request

Version
v0.4

SS-003 Security
Standard – Software
Development
SS-005 Security
Standard – Database
Management Systems
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SS-007 Security
Standard – Use of
Cryptography
SS-008 Security
Standard – Server
Operating System
SS-012 Security
Standard –
Protective Monitoring
SS-015 Security
Standard – Malware
Protection
SS-025 Security
Standard Virtualisation
SS-028 Security
Standard –
Microservices
Architecture
Web Defence
Against Automated
Attacks – Research
and Evaluation

SS-007 Security
Standard – Use of
Cryptography
SS-008 Security
Standard – Server
Operating System
SS-012 Security
Standard – Protective
Monitoring
SS-015 Security
Standard – Malware
Protection
SS-025 Security
Standard - Virtualisation
SS-028 Security
Standard –
Microservices
Architecture
Available upon request

11.

Reference Documents

12.

Definition of Terms

Term
Content
Delivery
Network (CDN)
ContentSecurity-Policy
Cross-Origin
Resource
Sharing (CORS)
Cross-Site
Request
Forgery (CSRF)
Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS)
Entropy
Level of
Assurance
(LoA)
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v0.8.1

Definition
A distributed network of proxy servers used to serve content to
end users with high availability and high performance.
A HTTP response header which helps to mitigate cross-site
scripting risks by declaring what dynamic resources are allowed
to load.
A mechanism which allows restricted resources (e.g. fonts) on a
web page to be requested from another domain.
An attack that tricks the user into submitting a malicious request,
inheriting the identity and privileges of the victim to perform an
undesired function on the victim’s behalf.
A type of injection attack in which malicious scripts are injected
into otherwise trusted web sites.
A measure of unpredictability. Low entropy indicates a highly
predictable stream, while high entropy indicates a random or
pseudo-random nature.
The level of confidence we have that a user’s claimed identity is
authentic. Defined in CESG Good Practice Guide No. 44 –
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Microservices
Layer
REST

RESTful Web
Service
Systems of
Record and
Execution
(SORE)
Transport Layer
Security (TLS)
User
Experience (UX)
Functions

13.

“Authentication and Credentials for use with HMG Online
Services”.
Components that implement the business logic underpinning
DWP products and services, presented to the customer via the
UX functions. Also known as the “business logic tier”.
Representational State Transfer; an API architecture allowing
requesting systems to access and / or manipulate textual
representations of resources using a predefined set of stateless
operations.
A web service implementing REST.
Components representing the data and processing assets which
may be shared across programmes or specific to particular DWP
products. Also known as the “data tier”.
An IETF-standardised suite of protocols used to protect the
confidentiality and integrity of application-layer communication
during transit.
Components that serve to present various types of user
interfaces (UIs) to the end users of the service. Also known as
the “presentation tier”.

Glossary

Abbreviation
API
HTTP
XSS
CDN
UX
SORE
NINO
URL
CORS
IP
TCP
UDP
LoA
TLS
XML
NACL
W3C
SOAP
JSON
CSRF
REST
WS-Security
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Definition
Application Programming Interface
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Cross-Site Scripting
Content Delivery Network
User Experience
Systems of Record and Execution
National Insurance Number
Uniform Resource Locator
Cross-Origin Resource Sharing
Internet Protocol
Transmission Control Protocol
User Datagram Protocol
Level of Assurance
Transport Layer Security
Extensible Markup Language
Native Client
World Wide Web Consortium
Simple Object Access Protocol
JavaScript Object Notation
Cross-Site Request Forgery
Representational State Transfer
Web Service - Security
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14.

Controls Catalogue Mapping

The requirements in this standard are derived from the high-level controls prescribed
in the DWP Controls Catalogue.
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